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Abstract

A seismic investigation on Saturn’s moon Enceladus could determine the thickness of the ice shell, along with variations from

the mean thickness, by recovering phase and group velocities, and through the frequency content of surface waves. Here, we

model the Enceladus ice shell with uniform thicknesses of 5 km, 20 km, and 40 km, as well as with ice topography ranging from

5-40 km. We investigate several approaches for recovering the mean ice shell thickness. We show that surface wave dispersions

could be used to determine the mean ice shell thickness. Flexural waves in the ice only occur if the shell is thinner than a

critical value < 20 km. Rayleigh waves dominate only in thicker ice shells. The frequency content of Crary waves depends on

the ice shell thickness.
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Key Points:8

• 3D models of the Enceladus ice shell are used to test best methods for constrain-9

ing the ice shell structure.10

• Flexural waves dominate if ice shells are thinner than 20 km, otherwise Rayleigh11

waves will dominate.12

• The frequency content of the Crary wave depends on the average ice shell thick-13

ness.14
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Abstract15

A seismic investigation on Saturn’s moon Enceladus could determine the thickness of the16

ice shell, along with variations from the mean thickness, by recovering phase and group17

velocities, and through the frequency content of surface waves. Here, we model the Ence-18

ladus ice shell with uniform thicknesses of 5 km, 20 km, and 40 km, as well as with ice19

topography ranging from 5-40 km. We investigate several approaches for recovering the20

mean ice shell thickness. We show that surface wave dispersions could be used to deter-21

mine the mean ice shell thickness. Flexural waves in the ice only occur if the shell is thin-22

ner than a critical value < 20 km. Rayleigh waves dominate only in thicker ice shells.23

The frequency content of Crary waves depends on the ice shell thickness.24

Plain Language Summary25

Saturn’s moon, Enceladus, has a surface ice shell that likely varies in thickness from26

about 5km to 40 km. Seismology could be used to determine where the ice shell is rel-27

atively thin or thick, and constrain the average ice shell thickness. We created models28

of the Enceladus ice shell with constant thicknesses of 5, 20, and 40 km, and a fourth29

model which had variable ice shell thickness. The variable thickness represents the pre-30

dicted ice shell topography. These models help us develop the best approaches for re-31

covering Enceladus’ ice shell structure. We find surface wave dispersion, flexural waves,32

and Crary wave properties vary based on ice shell thickness, and thus can be used to re-33

veal the ice shell structure.34

1 Introduction35

Saturn’s moon Enceladus has the best characterized ocean of the many discovered36

ocean worlds (Hendrix et al., 2018; National Academies of Sciences Engineering and Medicine,37

2022), and is a high priority target for future exploration. Planned and studied missions38

to land on Titan (Barnes et al., 2021), Enceladus (Mackenzie et al., 2021), and Europa39

(Hand et al., 2017) include seismic payloads, similar to the seismic experiment on the40

InSight mission to Mars (Lognonné et al., 2019). Tidally flexed ocean worlds are antic-41

ipated to provide abundant seismic data that will be important for revealing internal me-42

chanical and thermal structure (Marusiak et al., 2021; S. D. Vance, DellaGiustina, et al.,43

2021; S. D. Vance, Behounkova, et al., 2021; Kovach & Chyba, 2001; Pappalardo et al.,44

2013). These constraints are needed to determine whether subsurface oceans are or were45

habitable (S. D. Vance et al., 2018). The main source of seismicity is likely tidal flex-46

ing (Hurford et al., 2020), including hydrothermal or volcanic activity at the base of the47

ocean (Waite et al., 2017; Choblet et al., 2017), and fluid motions as material is exchanged48

between the surface, ice shell, and ocean.49

Here, we investigate different approaches and methods for constraining the ice shell50

thickness of Enceladus using seismology. Previous studies (e.g. (Maguire et al., 2021; Lee51

et al., 2003; Stähler et al., 2017)) have focused on using simple one-dimensional mod-52

eling. However, the Cassini mission provided evidence for spatial variability in the thick-53

ness of the Enceladus ice shell, particularly with latitude (Čadek et al., 2016; Beuthe,54

2018; Iess et al., 2014; McKinnon, 2015) (Figure 1a).55

Due to its small radius of 252 km, surface waves on Enceladus can easily orbit the56

moon multiple times within ≤800 s. Rayleigh waves with wavelengths less than the ice57

shell thickness show little dispersion and will travel with speeds equal to 0.92 the shear58

wave velocity (Vs). Flexural surface waves—those with wavelengths greater than the thick-59

ness of the ice—perturbed by the base of the ice shell will travel as full layer waves. These60

waves have intrinsic dispersion that depends on the velocity gradient in the ice. It is ex-61

pected that thin ice shells will cause flexural waves to dominate the seismic records. In62

addition to flexural waves, we anticipate to observe Crary waves (Crary, 1954). Crary63
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waves (Cr) are monochromatic trapped waves that have a phase velocity equivalent to64

compressive velocities (Vp) and have characteristic harmonic frequency spectra (Equa-65

tion 1) dependent on the ice shell thickness. The frequency content of the Crary wave66

spectrum along with the dispersion of surface waves and the transition of Rayleigh to67

flexural waves can be used to determine the ice shell thickness (Stähler et al., 2017).68
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Figure 1. Interior structure of Enceladus based on (Čadek et al., 2016). (see Methods) a) The

ice shell thickness is allowed to vary laterally, with thinnest ice at poles and thickest ice near the

equator. Two possible source locations (S1 and S2) are shown. b) The associated 3D mesh used

to model the full seismic waveforms.Colors represent motion from a simulated encelaquake. c)

Representative internal structures and wave velocities in 1D cross-section.

2 Methods69

We build one-dimensional models with uniformly thick ice shells of 5, 20, and 4070

km (Čadek et al., 2019; Běhounková et al., 2017; Čadek et al., 2016; Olgin et al., 2011;71

Lucchetti et al., 2017)(Figure 1a), and one model with topography built into the ice shell72

such that the thickness varies laterally ranging from 5 to 40 km allowing for more real-73

istic 3D simulations (Figure 1 b). We use PlanetProfile (S. D. Vance et al., 2022, 2018)74

to generate geophysically-consistent interior structure models of Enceladus including the75

physical and bulk properties (Figure 1c). PlanetProfile calculates geophysically consis-76

tent radial models, and calculates the seismic profile based on the SeaFreeze library (Journaux77

et al., 2020). PlanetProfile has been previously used to model seismic responses for Eu-78

ropa (Panning et al., 2018; Marusiak, Panning, et al., 2022), Titan (Marusiak, Vance,79

et al., 2022), and icy ocean worlds in general (Stähler et al., 2017). We maintain the same80

silicate, ocean and ice compositions for each of the models to maintain consistency, though81

the composition beneath the ice shell is somewhat arbitrary as we focus on the seismic82

wave propagation in the ice shell. We assume the ice shell is composed of pure water ice83

Ih for simplicity. Once we have the basic one-dimensional models, we extrapolate the re-84

sults to create a three-dimensional model with laterally varying ice shell thickness. The85

ice surface topography is derived from measurements using Cassini’s laser altimeter (Tajeddine86

et al., 2017). The ice-ocean boundary topography is derived from gravity data (Čadek87

et al., 2016, 2019) . The interior structure models from PlanetProfile are used as inputs88

to create synthetic waveforms.89

We create the synthetic waveforms using the Salvus software from Mondaic (Afanasiev90

et al., 2019). Our meshes (Figure 1b) have a global resolution of 5 s and 3 s allowing us91

to incorporate the variations in ice shell thickness. We use Salvus to create models with92

5 km, 20 km, 40 km thick ice, as well as a global model with varying ice shell thickness.93

Our source is a Mw 3.4, double-couple source (S1) as well as a real moment tensor from94

Lake Tanganyika (GMCTID: C201702240032A) (S2) scaled to be a Mw 3.4. Both were95
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Figure 2. Ground motions in the vertical (blue), horizontal radial (black) and horizontal

transverse (red) directions for an event with a depth of 3 km, Mw 3.4, and the moment ten-

sor from the Lake Tanganyika event. The receiver is set at an epicentral distance of 160◦. The

ground displacement normalized to the maximum value is shown for a 5 km (top), 40 km (mid-

dle), and variable ice thickness (bottom) models. Key surface waves such R1, R2, R3, and R4 are

labeled. The flexural wave (orange arrows) are shown for the thin and variable thickness models.

set at a depth of 3 km, within the ice shell. We set receivers to be globally located and96

spaced 1◦ apart.97

We set the seismograms to be 2000 s in length, which allows us to capture flexu-98

ral waves and Rayleigh waves that travel along major arcs (R1) and minor arcs (R2) mul-99

tiple times around Enceladus (Rn) (Figure 2).100

3 Results101

The ground motion and seismic responses for different ice shell models will reveal102

which approaches and seismic waves best constrain ice shell thickness.103

3.1 Time-Series Analysis104

Figure 2 shows example seismic records of ground displacement for the different105

models. The source occurs at (-17, 218) and the receiver is about 160◦away at (20, 60).106

The Rayleigh waves are easily identifiable on the thicker and variable thickness models.107

However, the flexural wave is best seen with thin or variable thickness models. Because108

the thickness of the ice is greater than the wavelength of the surface waves, the flexu-109

ral wave is not visible for thick ice, and its absence allows for the R3 and R4 Rayleigh110

waves to be revealed. Including ice shell topography allows both R1, R2, and flexural111

waves to be seen, but the seismograms do have more dispersive energy, producing weaker112

ground motions compared to uniform ice shells.113

The differences in seismic phases are further revealed by examining the moveout114

of key seismic phases in distance and time (Figure 3). Including under-ice topography115

tends to reduce amplitudes compared to models with uniform ice shell thickness. The116

thinner ice shell has stronger motion in the horizontal component for events within ≈117

50◦ of the receiver. This short separation can obscure some of the body phases, includ-118

–4–
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Figure 3. Ground motions in the vertical (blue), horizontal radial (green) and horizontal

transverse (red) directions for an event with a depth of 3 km, Mw3.4, and the moment tensor

from the Lake Tanganyika event. Time (s) is plotted on the y-axis, epicentral distance (◦) on

the x-axis, and the intensity of the color indicates the amount of ground displacement recorded

on the three components. White indicates strong motion on all three components. Panels show

resulting ground displacements for ice shell thicknesses of a) 5 km, b) 40 km, and c) for variable

ice shell thickness.

ing reflections off the ice shell (e.g. SeS, SeP, PeP, see Stähler et al. (2017)) that are more119

easily observable on thicker ice shells, or in models with surface topography. The ice shell120

reflections could be used to determine the thickness of the ice shell at the points of re-121

flection, providing additional data to constrain the average ice shell thickness. If the lo-122

cations of multiple seismic events are well constrained, the recovered ice shell thicknesses123

from the ice reflections could be used to map variations in the ice shell thickness.124

3.2 Surface Wave Dispersion125

The spectra of seismograms also highlight differences among the models (Figure126

4). The flexural wave is more clearly visible in models with thin ice shells and has the127

strongest signal. In thicker ice shells, the flexural wave is not clearly seen, however the128

Rayleigh waves are identifiable. Rayleigh waves dominate at periods between 5-20 s. In129

the model with ice topography, the transition is seen between Rayleigh and flexural waves130

at periods of ≥ 20 s.131

We show that our picked group velocities match those predicted by the Mineos soft-132

ware package (Masters et al., 2011) for periods greater than ≈ 20 s for the 5 km uniform133

ice shell (Figure 5). In our model with ice topography, the group velocities are close to134

the dispersion curve for a 20 km ice shell. This result is not surprising, as the mean ice135

shell thickness was 17-20 km depending on the receiver location. For the thinner 5 km136

ice shell, the group velocity is about 1.5 km/s for periods less than 20 s. For the model137

with under-ice topography, the group velocity is about 1.5 km/s for periods less than ≈138

75 s. The results indicate that group velocities can be used to recover mean ice thick-139

ness for given travel paths.140

Crary waves can also constrain the ice shell thickness. We use the spectra for a win-141

dow of time surrounding the Crary wave arrival to compare the differences among the142

models. We calculate the frequency of the Crary wave by assuming a Vp value of 3.9 km/s,143

and a Vs value of 1.97 km/s (Equation 1). The predicted Crary wave frequencies are shown144

–5–
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Figure 4. An event occurring at a distance of 160◦. Stacked spectra of the surface waves are

shown for uniform ice shell thicknesses of a) 5 km, b) 20 km, c) 40 km, and d) the model with ice

topography. The spectra are created by taking raw seismograms (e, black) using a narrow band

Gaussian bandpass filter centered at 17.8 s (f, cyan), and then computing envelopes of energy

packets to estimate the dispersion of the surface waves (f, orange). The tapered envelope (f, red)

helps to separate phases and is used to create stacks (a-d) based on time (x-axis) and period

(y-axis).
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Figure 5. Group velocities for 3 receivers at 75◦(cross), 105◦(triangle), and 160◦(square) from

the source, computed using the dispersion curves in Figure 4. Solid curves represent the group

velocity curves for 5 km (black), 20 km (light gray), and 40 km (dark gray) ice shell models. a)

The dispersion curves for a 5 km thick ice shell. b) Model with ice topography. The mean ice

shell thickness is 20 km, 19 km, 18 km, and 17 km thick for receivers R1 (red), R2 (blue), and R3

(green), and R4 (yellow) respectively. The shaded gray box indicates where the recovered group

velocities vary from the theoretical group velocities.
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shell thickness of a) 5km, b) 40 km, c) 20 km and d) with ice topography. A time window was

applied surrounding the predicted Crary wave arrival. Dashed green vertical lines represent the

calculated frequencies for Crary waves using Equation 1.

as dashed green lines in Figure 6. Thin ice shells (< 20 km) match the predicted reso-145

nant frequencies, but the thicker ice don’t necessarily show strong peaks everywhere they146

were predicted. Furthermore, the model with variable ice shell thickness produces pe-147

riodograms similar to, but not matching exactly, the model with a uniform 20 km ice148

shell.149

fCr =
(n+ 1)vS

2d

√
1−

(
vS
vP

)2
, (1)

4 Discussion150

We investigate different approaches for recovering the ice shell thickness from sev-151

eral models. By creating one model with ice topography, thus variable ice shell thick-152

ness, we can better compare which methods can be used to recover mean ice shell thick-153

ness. We show that the presence, or lack thereof, of flexural waves and Rayleigh waves154

can indicate relative thickness of the ice shell. Depending on the source-to-receiver dis-155

tance and the thickness of the ice shell, we anticipate different waves should dominate156

the seismic records. Thinner ice shells will show strong flexural waves, but may obscure157

reflected body waves. Thicker ice shells are more likely to produce strong Rayleigh waves158

and allow for the observation of more body waves (depending on distance from the event).159

Body waves, including reflections off the ice-ocean interface, could be used to infer the160

thickness of the ice shell at the bounce point. The use of surface waves dispersions will161

likely yield the thickness of the ice shell. This finding is consistent with previous stud-162

ies on Europa (Maguire et al., 2021) that also explore the role of surface wave disper-163

sion for recovering ice shell thickness. We show that the frequency content and group164

velocity of the surface waves will reveal the mean ice shell thickness along the travel path165

from the source to receiver. For a model with variable ice shell thickness, comparisons166

of dispersion from different events could indicate regions, or least the relative directions,167

where the ice varies from the mean thickness.168

–7–
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5 Conclusion169

We show that time-series and spectral analysis of surface waves can best recover170

mean ice shell thickness for the icy-ocean world, Enceladus. Our model with variable ice171

shell thickness included both rayleigh and flexural wave arrivals. The frequency content172

of these waves can be used to constrain mean ice shell thickness. The dispersion curves173

for these waves can further indicate the mean ice shell thickness along the travel path174

of the seismic waves.175

6 Open Research176

Raw seismograms and mineos results are available on Zenodo (doi: 10.5281/zen-177

odo.7023774, https://zenodo.org/record/7023774.Yw0cZh3MJYg) PlanetProfile code is178

downloadable through Github (S. Vance, 2017). Salvus scripts are available upon request179

and require an active license to run.180
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